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A perfect self-help gift book with equal doses of job-seeking advice, hope and laughter! Co-authors Roni Elayne Singer
and Nancy DePrimo Zuromski have got each endured several rounds of the unemployment merry-go-round nightmare
and so are now inspiring others strolling the rocky street of unemployment. Filled with humor, multi-colored drawings,
and practical guidelines, readers will discover beneficial job seeking guidance and equal dosages of hope and
laughter.This is actually the delightful tale of Penny Pinkslip, from the humiliating day that she is fired through the five
stages of shedding a job and to the triumphant moment of accepting a new offer.pennypinkslip.Learn more at www.com!
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 or know somebody who lost a job. Excellent read! Life is not about strolling on pink clouds all the time, it’s about ups
and downs and how exactly to manage those downs so they become an opportunity for growth, and even an opportunity
to hit the jackpot. It's very entertaining along with informative. Exceptional advice for anybody who lost a job and needs
to find one again.! This book is perfect for ANYONE who is searching for a job This book is perfect for ANYONE who is
looking for a job. It offers excellent advice on profession transition tools including the essential need for keeping close
friendships during this crucial time.What makes the book stand out will be the hilarious and witty comments. It’s a
delight examine and you will find yourself celebrating when Penny lands her new job. Excellent guidance to regain work
without being stuffy or boring. If you are currently unemployed or searching for new employment, I would recommend
giving this reserve a read since it provides helped me along in my trip. Having organized layoffs as the “evil” HR woman
(and walking people out sucks!Especially at.. Superb advice to regain employment without being stuffy or boring Cleverly
written with humor after being fired.The best thing about this book is it deals with the emotional roller coaster with
much-needed sarcasm and humor. this is the perfect present..She offers a quick, concise guide to coping with the
emotions, the process, the pavement-pounding not to mention, the celebration!"Penny Pinkslip's advice is excellent.
"our age? how do I say this.Yet it's filled with fantastic, extremely useful information.In the event that you lost your
task...Penny Pinkslip nailed it! Although I am under 50 and presently employed, I am in a position of currently trying to
move my career ahead and therefore a lot of these feelings, thoughts, and situations still applied... Quick Read is usually
Both Helpful and Humorous This was an instant read that was both humorous and helpful!. The author, Roni Singer,
offers you actionable items that you can begin doing today! These actions items will help your mind active to help
avoiding dropping into "the dumps" and also provides directly applicable tips to balance use enjoyment during this time
in your life. PERFECT FOR FINDING YOUR NEXT JOB. Funny and well crafted Funny and well written. Great gift for
someone looking for a pick-me-up or a relatable tale of the hardships of unemployment. Great Job Hunting Therapy This
delightfully funny and well written book is like therapy for anyone who is searching for a job (past or present). You will
laugh as this reserve consider you through the entire process of the job hunt.. Deserved and needed Penny, deserved and
needed Roni Singer and Nancy DePrimo Zuromski. A very worthwhile examine.), but also being let go myself, this reserve
describes the real and brutal pain behind loosing a job and the various phases of grieving. And Penny Pinkslip nailed it!
Great gift for someone walking the rocky road of unemployment or for yourself. You'll receive fun and great information.
Quick and light hearted! A humorous look at a rough patch many Boomers face. Great counsel on maneuvering the
digital age group of job hunting.
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